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	2017 New Exam: MB2-715 Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Released Today!Free Instant Download MB2-715 PDF and MB2-715

VCE from www.Braindump2o.com  Today! 100% Real Exam Questions! 100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!1.|2017 New Version

MB2-715 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 55Q&As Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/mb2-715.html 2.|2017 New Version

MB2-715 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNamlUa3VndnJuNDg?usp=sharing  QUESTION 21You are a systems

support specialist for your company.A sales manager is currently using a Windows 10 laptop. The sales manager finds that

Microsoft Dynamics 365 does not work as expected when using Firefox. What are two ways the sales manager can retain full

functionality? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. A.    Instruct the user to use Microsoft Edge.B.    Upgrade Firefox

to the latest public release.C.    Instruct the user to use Internet Explorer 10.D.    Download and install Safari on the laptop. Answer:

D QUESTION 22You are a systems architect for a large company that is deploying Microsoft Dynamics 365. The company

currently has all data stored on Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 on-premises and plans on migrating all records from there to

Microsoft Dynamics 365. Which record type has some statuses that cannot be set during an import? A.    invoiceB.    customerC.   

orderD.    quote Answer: C QUESTION 23You are the network administrator for a small company that has been in existence for less

than two years. Management wants you to begin the data import process for a Microsoft Dynamics 365 deployment The company

does not currently use any sort of Microsoft Dynamics CRM application and has a small amount of data. This is their first attempt at

cloud computing. Which method should you use in this situation to complete the data upload process to Microsoft Dynamics 365?

A.    Use the software deployment kitB.    Use the Data Loader service.C.    Use the On-Premises to Online Conversion Service.D.   

Import the data using the Data Import Wizard. Answer: D QUESTION 24You are the system administrator at your organization.You

need to quickly synchronize all customizations from your synchronizing the data.What should you perform to accomplish this goal?

A.    a cloneB.    a switchC.    a full copyD.    a minimal copy Answer: D QUESTION 25You are a system administrator at Contoso.

Inc.You need to ensure that only system administrators and system customizers What is likely the cause of this issue? A.    Your

instance is being upgraded.B.    Your storage limit was reached.C.    Your instance is in Administration mode.D.    Your instance has

been reset Answer: A QUESTION 26You are a system administrator using Microsoft Dynamics 365. You received an email

informing you that you need to schedule the December 2016 update:however, you skipped the June 2016 update.Which of the

following is true? A.    You can schedule the December 2016 update without scheduling the June 2016 update.B.    You can skip

both updates and schedule all to be completed when the June 2017 update is available.C.    You must schedule the June 2016 update

before you can schedule the December 2016 update.D.    You can schedule both updates to be completed at the same time. Answer:

B QUESTION 27You are the system administrator for an organization that has a Microsoft Dynamics 365 deployment hosted in

country/region l.Your organization just acquired a new company in country/region 2. You need to ensure that the instance created

for the users of the acquired company does not share storage space with all of your current instances.What should you create to

accomplish this goal? A.    a new production instance in country/region 1 on your existing tenantB.    a new production instance in a

new tenant in country/region 2C.    a new sandbox instance in country/region 2 on your existing tenantD.    a new production

instance in country/region 2 on your existing tenant Answer: D QUESTION 28You are the system administrator at Contoso, Inc.

You have imported 3 GB of data into an instance, but the storage utilization for your subscription does not reflect the used storage

space.What is causing this discrepancy? A.    You imported the data into a sandbox instance.B.    Custom indexing is enabled on

your instance.C.    You imported the data into a preview instance.D.    Data utilization is calculated every 48 hours. Answer: A

QUESTION 29You are a system administrator using Microsoft Dynamics 365. You have two production instances and four sandbox

instances. A new update is coming out.What is true about the updates? A.    Updates for the production and the sandbox instances

are each managed separately.B.    Updates for the sandbox instances are managed separately. The production instances are managed

together.C.    Updates for the production and the sandbox instances are all managed together.D.    Updates for the sandbox instances

are managed together.E.    The production instances are managed separately. Answer: BC QUESTION 30You are a system

administrator using Microsoft Dynamics 365. You receive notification that an update needs to be scheduled and approved.Where

should you perform this task? A.    In Microsoft Dynamics 365, select Settings and System Notifications.B.    In the Microsoft Office

365 Ad min Center, open the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Ad min Center.C.    In Microsoft Dynamics 365. select Settings and

Administration.D.    In the Microsoft Office 365 Ad min Center, select Billing and Subscriptions. Answer: A  !!!RECOMMEND!!!  
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